Certificate in Academic Completion Awards

**Description**

The Awards were established in 2014 and are funded by the University of Auckland. The main purpose of the Awards is to provide financial support for Māori and Pacific students who have completed the Certificate in Academic Preparation (CTACP).

**Selection process**

- Nomination is made to the Scholarships Office
- The Scholarships Office assesses the nomination
- The Awards are made by the University of Auckland Council.

**Regulations**

1. The Awards will be known as the Certificate in Academic Completion Awards.
2. The Awards will be made annually, upon the successful completion of the CTACP programme, and will be of the value of up to $1,000 each (see Note I).
3. To take up and be paid the Awards, candidates must be enrolled and have paid their fees, or arranged to pay their fees, for enrolment in a University of Auckland degree programme in the semester immediately following the completion of the CTACP programme.
4. The Awards are tenable by citizens or permanent residents of New Zealand.
5. The basis of selection for the Awards will be Academic Merit and successful completion of the CTACP programme (see Note II).
6. The Awards can be paid as either a fees remission or a cash payment at the recipients choice.
7. The Awards may be held concurrently with any other award or grant as long as a) the terms of that award or grant permit and b) the University of Auckland Council is informed and approves.
8. The University of Auckland Council has the power to amend or vary these Regulations.
9. Notes [I]-[II] below are deemed to be regulations.

**Notes**

- Code: 810
- Faculty: All Faculties
- Applicable study: Completion of the Certificate for Academic Preparation
- Closing date: No application required
- Tenure: One year
- For: Assistance
- Number on offer: Varies
- Offer rate: Annually
- Value: Up to $1,000

Scholarships Office
scholarships@auckland.ac.nz
www.scholarships.auckland.ac.nz
I. Students who gain an overall GPA of 6.00 or higher will receive an Award of $1,000, students who gain an overall GPA of between 4.00 and 5.99 will receive an Award of $750 and students who gain an overall GPA of less than 4.00 will receive an Award of $500.

II. For the purpose of these Awards, academic merit is assessed as the GPA obtained across all courses the applicant is enrolled in for the CTACP programme.